found on furrow and crater floors. We also find high albedo During its first two encounters with Ganymede, the Galileo units which include crater rims, furrow rims, and isolated knobs and massifs. Other features include an intermediate albedo spacecraft obtained images of a 16,500 km 2 portion of Galileo Regio, a large expanse of dark terrain, at high resolution (76-86 lobate feature interpreted to be a palimpsest and a hummocky unit interpreted to be impact ejecta. Several processes are interm/pixel). Through mapping of the G1 and G2 target sites within Galileo Regio, we are able to characterize geological units based preted to have occurred within Galileo Regio. These include tectonic deformation, mass wasting, sublimation, resurfacing on their morphology and relative albedo. We find three generally low albedo units: an intermediate albedo plains unit, a by impact ejecta, and possibly cryovolcanism and isostatic adjustment. We observe that the NW-SE trending furrows lower albedo plains unit, and the lowest albedo unit which is (Lakhmu Fossae) in Galileo Regio are degraded and are cross-affected by several different geological processes. Tectonic cut by the younger N-S trending furrows (Zu Fossae). We also structures are prevalent, with the majority of the bright find several other tectonic features which may be minor faults terrain comprised of subparallel grooves at a variety of or fractures related to one or other of these systems. Through scales and orientations (e.g., Pappalardo et al. 1998 from an impact just to the north. We use our mapping of the high-resolution images of Galileo Regio to evaluate three end-and mass wasting processes.
I. INTRODUCTION

II. GALILEO REGIO HIGH RESOLUTION
The first regional resolution images of Ganymede were TARGET AREA obtained in 1979 by the Voyager spacecraft and showed the surface to be divided approximately equally into dark, This study focuses on a target site within Galileo Regio, heavily cratered terrain, and bright terrain with subparallel the largest contiguous region of dark terrain on Ganymede grooves (Smith et al. 1979a , 1979b , Shoemaker et al. 1982 . (Fig. 1a) . The G1 target was initially chosen to image an The bright terrain is composed of relatively clean water unusual feature which appeared to be an old, degraded ice, while the dark terrain is found to contain a fraction impact crater partially buried by resurfacing materials of some low albedo component on the surface or admixed; (Murchie et al. 1989; Heliopolis Facula in Figs. 1b and 1c) , estimates of the amount of this contaminant range from and to simultaneously capture an intersection of furrows less than 10% (Clark 1980) to as much as 45% (Spencer from the Lakhmu and Zu Fossae sets . The 1987b). This contaminant is sufficient to make the surface G1 observation comprises four images (Table I) covering appear dark at visible wavelengths; global average single a region approximately 110 km (north to south) by 150 scattering albedos for dark terrain range from 0.42 Ͻ w Ͻ km (east to west), at ȁ77 m/pixel. The G1 images (Fig. 0.72 (Helfenstein 1985) . 1b) were obtained in a mode which provided compression The first Galileo spacecraft images of Ganymede were by means of least-significant-bit and line truncation; the obtained in June 1996 (Belton et al. 1997) . The first (G1) G2 image is integer cosine transform (ICT) compressed and second (G2) orbits focused on Ganymede and proat a ratio 8.3 : 1. From the G1 images, the area was seen vided images of unparalleled resolution, some more than to have extremely heterogeneous albedo; to aid in the an order of magnitude higher than those obtained by Voyinterpretation of the complex topography, an additional ager 17 years previously.
image was taken of a portion of the same region (approxiThe primary Galileo imaging goals for Ganymede were mately one third of the G1 target site, Figs. 1c and 2) on to extend the coverage from that of Voyager and to obtain the G2 orbit. The overlapping images were taken at solar higher spatial resolution (Carr et al. 1995) . Based on Voyager imaging, the surface of Ganymede was thought to be illuminations which were almost identical, but at camera (FDS 20636.59 ) of Galileo Regio, the largest contiguous region of dark terrain on Ganymede. This image clearly shows the NW-SE trending Lakhmu Fossae and N-S trending Zu Fossae furrow systems which cross the region. The box shows the location of the Galileo G1 high resolution images. (b) The Galileo G1 mosaic superimposed on Voyager data (processing by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory). The resolution of the Voyager image is ȁ1 km/pixel, while the average resolution of the superimposed Galileo mosaic is 77 m/pixel. The G1 mosaic is reprojected to a simple cylindrical projection and measures 150 km (E-W) by 110 km (N-S). North is up; solar illumination is from WSW. See Table I for specific image data. (c) Locations of the major features and the location of the G2 image data within the G1 mosaic. positions sufficiently separated to allow stereo viewing of junction between furrows from two distinct sets (Lakhmu Fossae and Zu Fossae; Fig. 1a ), which can be resolved into the scene. The G2 image resolution is 86 m/pixel, similar to that of the G1 image. From these data, a digital terrain high albedo rim and low albedo floor units. In addition to the targeted degraded impact feature (Heliopolis Facula), model (DTM) has been constructed ( Fig. 3) , as discussed in detail by Giese et al. (1998) . The DTM covers a region a 20-km crater (Ea) is visible in the central lower half of the region, and a 50-km crater (Khepri) is located slightly of 63 ϫ 102 km; it has a spatial resolution of 200 m/pixel and relative height variations of up to 1.5 km. Due to to the north of the target area (Figs. 1b and 1c) . We recognize three plains units of differing albedo, two of which limitations in the digital image correlation approach, spatial resolution of the DTM is a factor of 3 poorer than are distributed relatively evenly throughout the region; the third is found in furrow and crater floors. High albedo the original images, but nevertheless this model proves invaluable in the interpretation of morphological features material is observed in the form of isolated knobs and massifs. To the west of the imaged area is a plateau of high and surface processes within Ganymede's dark terrain.
FIG. 1. (a) Voyager image
The G1 Galileo Regio images include morphological albedo material (Figs. 1b and 1c) , apparently composed of linear hummocks. features characteristic of the dark terrain, including the
FIG. 2.
The Galileo G2 image of Galileo Regio covers an area 102 km (N-S) by 63 km (E-W). The viewing geometry of the Galileo G2 target is sufficiently different from that of G1 to allow stereo viewing (Table I) . Topographic data is thus obtained of several important morphological features in the area, including Heliopolis Facula in the east of the image, Ea in the lower center, and the high albedo hummocky plateau to the west. North is up; solar illumination is from WSW; image projection is orthographic. Giese et al. (1998) . View is from the southwest. Image produced by DLR, Berlin.
FIG. 3. Perspective view of Galileo Regio constructed using G1 data and the Digital Terrain Model described in
III. GEOLOGICAL MAP AND DISCUSSION OF
rain information) allow the photometric properties of the surface to be studied and the spatial distribution of high
MAPPING PROCEDURE
and low albedo material to be related to its topography. From the reprojected and mosaiced G1 and G2 images The plains units in the Galileo Regio site are relatively (Fig. 4a) , we have constructed a geological map on the flat, which indicates that our estimates of relative albedo basis of relative albedo and stratigraphic relationships (Fig. are realistic and are not influenced unduly by topography. 4b). Crater size-frequency statistics have also been deter-In areas where topography is significant, we take into conmined, and these are discussed in Section VI. The mapping sideration the illumination geometry, as discussed in more units can be divided into three broad categories. These detail in the surface processes section that follows. Thus, include high albedo units, which include furrow rims, crater the terms ''high,'' ''intermediate,'' and ''low'' albedo are rims, and isolated knobs and massifs, low albedo units, all used in a relative sense. including an intermediate plains unit, a low albedo plains Next, we describe the distribution of each unit and illusunit, and the lowest albedo unit found in the floors of trate the morphological characteristics of each. furrows and craters, and impact features, which include craters, palimpsests, and impact ejecta. We discuss each of a. High Albedo Units these units in detail below. Although they are structurally High albedo units are generally topographically elevated related units, we have treated the rims and floors of furrows above their surroundings and may be embayed by suras distinct mapping units, as the high resolution of the rounding plains. These units are found in the form of isotarget area allows us to readily distinguish the different lated knobs and massifs (Figs. 4a and 4b; m1), a high plaunits which comprise the furrows. Figure 4c is a structure teau to the west of the target area (Figs. 4a and 4b; m2), map of the area. and furrow and crater rims (Figs. 4a and 4b; m3) . Each is We use the term ''albedo'' in this study to indicate reladiscussed in detail below. tive albedo, as absolute albedos have not yet been determined for the Galileo Regio target area. DTM data along i. Isolated massifs. Distributed primarily along the northern part of the target area, these isolated blocky maswith orthoimages (images rectified on the basis of the ter- sifs and knobs (m1) generally stand higher (Ͻ1 km) than ing away from the Sun and can lead to confusion when interpreting the data; it is easy to ''reverse'' the topography. the surrounding plains (Figs. 4a, 4b , and 5a). They have a relatively high albedo and are commonly angular in plan Figure 3 shows a perspective view of the area, which clarifies the topography despite these interesting albedo effects. view, suggesting that their formation or modification may have been partially controlled by tectonic structure. The These features are discussed in detail in Section V. Furrow rims rise up to 900 m above the surrounding plains, and massifs are in places embayed by surrounding low albedo plains. These massifs and knobs are found predominantly stereo imaging reveals that the highest elevation in the target area is found where two furrow rims cross (E6, in association with the furrows and rimless troughs in the north and east of the area (e.g., as seen in C3 and D7 of F6 of Figs. 4a and 4b) . The rims are usually linear and continuous (e.g., E5 in Figs. 4a and 4b ), but may be disconFigs. 4a and 4b), and are commonly associated with the intermediate albedo plains unit (but this is not a clear tinuous and appear to be embayed by surrounding plains in places. A narrow (ȁfew hundred meters), low albedo embayment relationship; one feature appears to grade into the other in places).
feature is observed near parts of the crests of some of the furrow rims and just below the crests of the larger crater It is likely that the massifs are the remnants of furrow or crater rims which have been modified tectonically by rims, including Ea (Fig. 4b) . Detailed furrow morphology is discussed in Section IV. small-scale fractures, resulting in isolated portions of rim crests and adjacent plains. Thus, the blocks tend to be larger than the width of individual furrow or crater rims b. Low and Intermediate Albedo Units in this area. Fewer massifs are observed in the southern Several plains units are found within the Galileo Regio part of the target area, where furrow rims are generally site, some of which appear to be impact related. These much more coherent, supporting the idea that the massifs units are characterized by their albedo and morphology. are rim remnants.
Lower albedo units can be subdivided into two plains units, ii. Linear massifs/hummocky plateau. To the west of pi and pd (Figs. 4a and 4b) , and a furrow and crater floor the target area is a high albedo, hummocky unit (m2), unit, pdf (Figs. 4a and 4b) . Plains units are also found which appears to form a high-standing plateau which rises within the 20-km crater Ea, (pcf; Figs. 4a and 4b) and to Ͻ1 km higher than troughs to its north and south (E-F, the immediate north of this crater (ps; Figs. 4a and 4b). 1-2 of Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5b ). The unit is comprised of An intermediate plains unit (pl) is found within Heliopolis a series of linear hummocks approximately 2 km in width Facula in the east of the area (Figs. 4a and 4b) , and a and several kilometers long, which are parallel or curve hummocky unit (ph) is distributed in the northeast of the around each other. Individual hummocks are morphologi-target (e.g., Figs. 4a and 4b). cally similar to subdued furrow rims. Pockets of low albedo i. Intermediate albedo plains. The intermediate plains material are observed between the hummocks. At Voyager (pi) unit is relatively smooth, with a somewhat rolling toresolution, this feature appears to be the rim of a furrow pography, and appears to be more heavily cratered than (Fig. 1a ), but at Galileo resolution, furrows tend to have the low albedo plains unit (Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5d ). This narrow, relatively well-defined rims. However, the plateau is one of the most spatially abundant units and is fairly is associated with a smaller furrow rim that trends from evenly distributed throughout the study area. The intermethe southwestern side of Ea to the southeastern portion diate plains typically are slightly elevated with respect to of the plateau. The plateau has a similar albedo and elevatheir lower albedo counterparts, and relatively sharp contion to the furrow rim and may be a continuation of it. A tacts are in places visible between the two. There is no low albedo feature, interpreted to be a furrow floor, cuts clear correlation between the intermediate plains unit and through the plateau.
any of the furrow systems or other geologic units in the iii. Furrow rims. High albedo furrow rims (m3) are area, and the unit is spatially interspersed with the lower found bounding many, although not all, of the furrows in albedo plains unit. the target area, particularly in the southeast of the region (F6 and G7 of Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5c ; models of formation ii. Low albedo plains. The low albedo plains (pd) are similar in nature to the intermediate albedo plains, but for furrows are discussed in detail in Section IV). The rims are generally between 3 and 5 km in width and may be have a lower albedo and appear to be topographically low (Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5e ). Relatively smooth, with a rounded to triangular in shape, often with a well-pronounced ridge crest. Despite their generally high albedo, sometimes rolling topography, the plains often appear to embay adjacent features, particularly topographically high furrow rims commonly appear dark on their south-facing slopes and have low albedo streaks on their north-facing units such as furrow rims and massifs (e.g., C3 of Fig. 4b ).
This unit is found throughout the target area and is not slopes (e.g., Fig. 8 ). This is contrary to what is expected, namely that sun-facing slopes are brighter than slopes fac-obviously associated with any other units, other than being Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5f ). Crater floor material from a series of stacked thinner flows. To the south and of similar appearance and occurrence is estimated to have southwest of the feature, furrow rims are visible roughly a mean albedo of 0.25 Ϯ 0.04 from Galileo imaging of following the curve of its margin. These rims probably Uruk Sulcus (Helfenstein et al. 1997) . This is consistent formed later and may have been structurally controlled by with an estimate of 0.22 Ϯ 0.05 for similar dark floored Heliopolis. The lobate plains unit is interpreted to be a craters imaged by Voyager (Schenk and McKinnon 1991) .
palimpsest deposit. The furrow floors are the lowest topographic features found and can be ȁ200 m lower than the surrounding vii. Hummocky plains. These plains units (ph, Fig. 5j ) plains. Sharp contacts are commonly visible between the are found in the northeast corner of the target area (A-C, furrow floors and the adjacent topographically higher fur-6-8 of Figs. 4a and 4b) . The unit has a heterogeneous row rims. Stereo imaging shows that the floors range in albedo resulting in a mottled appearance and is comprised morphology from V-shaped to flat and hummocky (e.g., of hummocky material, with individual hummocks measur- Fig. 6 ), and may vary in width from a few km to 10 km ing ȁ1 km. The unit obscures almost all other units, except wide (detailed furrow geometry is discussed in Section IV). for some portions of furrow rims (e.g., at B8 of Figs. 4a Small craters are visible within the floor unit, but these and 4b), and two large (ȁ10 km) craters, whose rims are rarely have wide or coherent high albedo rims (unlike still partially visible (A8 of Figs. 4a and 4b ). This suggests those formed on other plains units), suggesting that the that the unit is relatively young and has a significant thickfurrow floors may be composed of relatively loose material. ness. Crater depth-diameter relationships for Ganymede (Schenk 1993) suggest that the craters were approximately iv. Crater floor plains. The central portion of the crater 600 m deep at the time of formation. Since parts of the Ea (F 4-5 in Figs. 4a and 4b) is floored by relatively low rims of these craters are completely obscured, it is likely albedo plains material (pcf, Fig. 5g ). Stereo imaging shows that the hummocky unit has embayed them to a depth that the floor of the crater is fairly smooth and has a convex of several hundred meters at this location. This unit is shape, its central region rising several hundred meters interpreted to be the ejecta from Khepri just to the north above the base of its inside wall (see Fig. 10 for a detailed (Figs. 1b and 1c) . Further from Khepri, the unit appears view). The unit forms distinct, lobate contacts with the to bank up against existing topography (e.g., B6 and C7 crater wall in several places, most notably on the southeast of Figs. 4a and 4b) and may be only a few hundred meters rim (F5 of Fig. 4b ). In the center of the crater floor unit thick. The unit forms a sharp, lobate contact with higher are dark linear features, 1-2 km in length, arranged raditopographic units, implying that it may have been emally. These are interpreted to be fractures and may be placed as a continuous ejecta deposit. related to the mode of emplacement of this unit.
v. Smooth plains. Immediately to the north of the crac. Structure ter Ea, a smooth, mid-albedo unit with lobate or scalloped margins (ps) is seen (E 4-5 on Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5h ).
The interpreted structure of the Galileo Regio target The unit is almost as high topographically as the north rim site is shown in Fig. 4c . Most structural features in the of the crater and appears to embay part of the region region are clearly related to the furrow systems. Scarps between two northwest-trending furrows. The proximity indicate furrow rims, while troughs have no obvious rims. of this plains unit to the crater Ea, along with its texture, The Lakhmu furrow, which trends from NW to SE across albedo, and elevation, suggest that it may be part of the the central portion of the map, has several scarps associated continuous ejecta from that impact event.
with it, particularly at its southeastern end where it intersects the prominent N-S trending Zu furrow. These scarps vi. Lobate plains. Lobate plains (pl) comprise Heliopolis Facula in the eastern part of the target area (Figs. correspond to the rims of the furrows, range from ȁ10 to ȁ50 km in length, and generally appear to face in toward 1b and 1c; C-E 7-8 in Figs. 4a and 4b; Fig. 5i ), which has a mid to high albedo, and is relatively smooth, although it the furrow floor. At the northwestern end of the Lakhmu furrow, scarps are not observed; here, narrow troughs are has several craters upon it which are probably secondaries from the impact which formed the crater Khepri to the visible, ranging from ȁ15 to ȁ30 km in length. The structures of this furrow show an anastomosing and intersecting north. The subcircular margins of the deposit are lobate pattern, characteristic of rifts on Earth (e.g., Harding and furrow set within Galileo Regio, the Lakhmu Fossae, consists of primarily NW-SE trending concentric (and some Lowell 1979) .
The N-S trending Zu furrow, which crosscuts the subradial) furrows arranged around what may be a large central palimpsest (Murchie et al. 1990 ). The Zu Fossae Lakhmu furrow, is defined primarily by inward-facing scarps, and is interpreted as a graben. The scarps (corre-contain primarily N-S trending furrows and are younger, transecting the Lakhmu furrows (Cassachia and Strom sponding to the furrow rims) are spaced approximately 10-15 km apart measured from the rim crests. At the 1984). Schenk and McKinnon (1987) suggest that Zu Fossae are related to the impact which formed the Lakhmu northern end of this furrow, two scarps both face to the west and no graben are present. To the northeast of the Fossae, although other workers (Cassachia and Strom 1984; Murchie et al. 1990) propose the Zu furrows are area, subdued furrow rims are present; these have been partially obscured by a younger, hummocky unit. Small arranged subradially around a point about 1700 km east of the palimpsest at the center of the Lakhmu Fossae. troughs are seen trending NW-SE through the outer parts of Heliopolis Facula (E8 of Fig. 4b ) and are probably associated with the Lakhmu furrow. It is not clear whether b. Models of Furrow Formation they pre-or postdate Heliopolis.
Several workers have discussed the origin of the furrow In the southwest part of the imaged area, additional systems on Ganymede. McKinnon and Melosh (1980) inscarps and troughs are observed trending primarily NW-terpreted the furrows to be graben formed in an exten-SE. The majority of these are probably associated with a sional and largely axially symmetric regime; they proposed Lakhmu furrow that trends through the southwest corner the source for stress to be the collapse of a large impact of the image mosaic. One scarp trends from the western crater, analogous to their interpretation of the Valhalla side of Ea (F4 of Fig. 4b ) through to the hummocky plateau multiringed structure on Callisto. The type and extent of to the west (F1 of Fig. 4b ), where it becomes a narrow the fault pattern would depend on the scale of the impact trough. Just to the north of this feature is a parallel trough, and the rheologic structure of the satellite. An impact which cuts through Ea (F 4-5 of Fig. 4b ) and appears to origin has been questioned on the basis of constant incut through the hummocky plateau (E1 of Fig. 4b ). This terfurrow spacing (Cassachia and Strom 1984) and deviafeature, like several others including a trough which runs tions from concentricity of some Ganymede furrows E-W across the center of the image (D 3-6 of Fig. 4b ), (Zuber and Parmentier 1984) , although the latter have has no obvious rim associated with it. This suggests that been suggested to be due to inherent properties of impactthese small rimless troughs may be fractures rather than induced multiringed structures on icy satellites (Schenk furrows such as those discussed above, and they may be the and McKinnon 1987). result of different formation processes than the furrows. Murchie et al. (1990) proposed an origin for the Zu We infer that the structural history of this region began Fossae of isostatic uplift over a large-scale mantle thermal with extension in the northeast-southwest direction to anomaly centered ȁ1700 km east of the center of the form the Lakhmu furrows followed by extension in the Lakhmu Fossae. Schenk and McKinnon (1987) find that east-west direction to form the Zu furrow, along with this furrow system is related to the impact which formed other minor stresses, either coincident or later.
the Lakhmu system, however. McKinnon and Melosh (1980) proposed that the raised IV. FURROW MORPHOLOGY furrow rims probably formed during the relaxation of longwavelength components of initial furrow relief. This would a. Furrow Systems result in the graben floors rising, and bounding escarpFurrows on Ganymede are found only in the older, heav-ments would probably be rotated and carried upward. This ily cratered dark terrain (Smith et al. 1979b) . Observations theory can now be tested from stereo imaging which reveals from Voyager showed that furrows have wide (5-10 km), the detailed furrow morphology. flat floors, are bounded by sharp, raised rims, and range from 50 to several hundred kilometers long (Smith et al. c. Galileo Furrow Imaging 1979b , Shoemaker et al. 1982 . Interfurrow spacing is fairly uniform at ȁ50 km, although the furrows are generally Using stereo-based topographic data (Giese et al. 1998 ) we have constructed profiles across the two prominent spaced more closely near the center of a concentric furrow system (Passey and Shoemaker 1982) .
furrows observed in the Galileo Regio target area. Figures 6a and 6b show the locations of the profiles. Profiles 1-7 At least three main systems of furrows have been identified from Voyager data (Zuber and Parmentier 1984, (Fig. 6c and Ͻ400 m above the surrounding terrain. Rims range V-shape to relatively flat and measures from ȁ2 to ȁ10 km across. The generally subdued relief of this Lakhmu up to ȁ5 km in width. The southwestern rim of this furrow is relatively unbroken, but the northeastern rim is com-furrow suggests that it is degraded in comparison to the Zu furrow. prised of discontinuous high albedo knobs and in some places is absent altogether. Slopes range from 3Њ-13Њ on Profiles 8-14 (Fig. 6d) were measured across the younger N-S trending Zu furrow and show rims which rise from the western walls and 2Њ-10Њ on the eastern walls, with average slopes of 9Њ and 6Њ for the western and eastern ȁ200 to 1200 m above the furrow floor and Ͻ900 m above the surrounding terrain. Rims range from ȁ3 to ȁ5 km in walls, respectively. The furrow floor varies from a shallow width. The western wall is highest at the junction where to resolve (Pappalardo et al. 1997a) . The Galileo Regio target site is several hundred kilometers from any groove this furrow crosscuts the NW-SE trending furrow of the Lakhmu Fossae system (profile 11). At its northern and lanes and appears to be a relatively ''pristine'' area of dark terrain. Nevertheless, tectonic activity is probably the southern points within the imaged area, the floor of the furrow is V-shaped, but at its center, where the two furrow major factor in the evolution of dark terrain and the shaping of the surface morphology. sets cross (profiles 11 and 12), the floor is relatively flat and wide, measuring 5 km. Wall slopes range from 2Њ-38Њ b. Impact Cratering on the western walls and 6Њ-30Њ on the eastern walls. Average slopes are 20Њ and 15Њ on western and eastern walls, reImpact cratering is clearly a significant process within spectively.
Ganymede's dark terrain. In the Galileo Regio target site, Detailed observations of the furrow systems, along with we have mapped the distribution of craters down to the careful designation of the different geological units present limit of resolution (Fig. 7) . Just to the north of the Galileo in the Galileo Regio target area, enable us to determine Regio target area is a 50-km crater, Khepri, the southern the range of surface processes which may potentially take rim of which is just imaged by Galileo (Figs. 1b and 1c) . place in this type of terrain. These processes are discussed The material immediately around the Khepri crater has a in the next section.
hummocky texture and mottled appearance (Figs. 4b and 5j), and we interpret this to be a continuous ejecta deposit.
V. SURFACE PROCESSES INTERPRETATIONS
This interpretation is supported by the crater distribution map (Fig. 7) , which shows that virtually all the larger craters Based on Voyager data, several different processes have in this area have been obscured by this deposit. Furtherbeen predicted or inferred to occur on the surface of more, the deposit extends to approximately one crater Ganymede. Observations of craters show that Ganymede radius from the crater rim, which is generally found to be has apparently suffered crater losses on the dark terrain the case for continuous ejecta of craters on all Solar System in the diameter range ȁ10-50 km when compared with bodies regardless of size (e.g., Melosh 1989) . The only Callisto (Woronow et al. 1982) . From Voyager images, features which remain visible through the hummocky dethis has been interpreted to show that either widespread posit are two partial crater rims and parts of furrow rims volcanic resurfacing has taken place within Ganymede's (e.g., A8 and B8 of Fig. 4b ). The crater distribution also dark terrain (Murchie et al. 1990) , or that its crust became shows an increase in small craters interpreted as secondarrigid and hence able to retain craters at a later time than ies beyond the limit of the continuous ejecta. These obserCallisto's (Woronow et al. 1982) . Our observations of dark vations indicate that resurfacing through impacts is a very terrain within Galileo Regio at high resolution indicate efficient process within Ganymede's dark terrain. The motthat several resurfacing processes apparently have taken tled appearance of the hummocky deposit suggests that place. Each of these mechanisms is discussed in the follow-some relatively inefficient mixing may have taken place ing section in approximate decreasing order of their rela-between the impactor and the target or that the target was tive importance.
heterogeneous. Few craters within the Galileo Regio target area show a. Tectonism any indication of an ejecta blanket. This may be a result of One of the primary processes which has acted to shape their size; ejecta deposits are seen from the 50-km diameter the dark terrain is tectonism (Fig. 4c) . This is evident in Khepri and possibly to the north of the 20-km diameter the vast furrow systems that crosscut almost all known Ea, rather than around smaller craters. It may be that these dark terrain (e.g., Figs. 1a and 4c) and are seen at high smaller craters do not excavate higher albedo material resolution in the Galileo Regio target site (Fig. 1b) . The which would be visible against the dark terrain; this would furrows have disrupted the dark terrain through extension, suggest that the region is dark near the surface or that and their morphology has triggered processes of mass wast-significant impact volatilization occurs, leaving only a dark ing and isostatic relaxation. The isolated knobs and massifs lag (Helfenstein 1986 ). Another alternative is that the in the study area are most likely furrow and crater rims ejecta deposits excavate volatile-rich ice, which is easily which have been affected by tectonic activity. Tectonic eroded by processes such as sublimation, sputtering, and/ disruption is suggested by the polygonal morphology of or micrometeorite bombardment. some of the massifs. In addition, very fine-scale fractures At large scales, dark terrain has greater variations in appear to cut through some crater rims . elevation and steeper slopes than grooved terrain (Giese In other regions of dark terrain, particularly those closer et al. 1998). However, unlike the grooved terrain, dark to grooved terrain, fractures are more prevalent than in terrain within our high resolution target area appears ''softthe Galileo Regio study area and features (such as furrows) ened'' at small scales. This is particularly evident in the rounded crests of furrow and crater rims and the overall may become so tectonically disrupted that they are difficult
FIG. 7.
The distribution of craters in Galileo Regio mapped to the limit of the resolution. This distribution demonstrates that there is a dearth of craters in the northeast of the region, corresponding to the area immediately south of the crater Khepri (see Fig. 1b ). It is interpreted that the ejecta blanket from Khepri has filled in the majority of the preexisting craters. There is a second area concentric to and outside of this region, which appears to have a slight increase in the number of craters. This is interpreted to be the result of secondary cratering from the Khepri event.
rolling, hummocky appearance of the plains. This softening significantly modify the pristine morphology of a planetary effect is probably attributable to micrometeorite bombard-surface. Evidence of mass wasting has been observed on ment given the ancient age of this area. A reasonable other Galilean satellites, in particular Io and Callisto comparison can be made to morphologies within the lunar (Schaber 1982 , Schenk and Bulmer 1997 , Moore et al. highlands (e.g., Schultz 1976 . 1997). suggest that degradational mass wasting on Ganymede and Callisto is consistent with ''dry'' c. Mass Wasting sliding or slumping, simple impact erosion, and the evolution of the regolith. Gravity and oversteepened slopes are Mass movement phenomena may be used as indicators of the strength and stability of a planetary crust and can all that is necessary for this mass wasting to occur. Expected site. The origin of these features is uncertain; they may represent a low albedo subsurface layer exposed by the cratering process, but this does not explain its presence along furrow rim crests. Alternatively, these features may be cracks or crevices filled with loose dark material formed by the removal of material from under a competent surface layer causing a subsiding or overhang collapse . If the dark, linear features observed at the furrow and crater rim crests are indeed fractures resulting from the uplift of the rims, then these zones of weakness may act to focus subsequent tectonic deformation.
Mass wasting is definitely a process which has occurred on Ganymede, and may still be continuing at a slow rate to the present day. It has no doubt acted to degrade some of the higher standing topography (and may contribute to sublimation degradation, discussed below), but the fact that many high standing features still remain suggests that FIG. 8. Low albedo streaks on north-facing slopes (a). The streaks mass wasting is not a dominant process, or that its effects appear to originate at the crest of the slope and widen toward its base. may be partially offset by processes such as isostatic adThis is characteristic of mass wasted deposits. Lobate contacts at the foot justment.
of the slopes (b) may indicate the extent of talus deposits. Linear, low albedo features seen at or just below the crest of furrow rims (c) and crater rims may be an exposed low albedo subsurface layer, or they may d. Sublimation Degradation be cracks filled with loose dark material.
A plausible explanation for the concentration of low albedo material in topographically low regions and on the sun-facing slopes in the Galileo Regio target area is the landforms resulting from mass wasting on Ganymede were too small to be confidently recognized in Voyager images, process of sublimation and redeposition of volatiles. This process has been proposed for several Solar System bodies but Galileo imaging has provided strong evidence that mass wasting has occurred in the dark terrain.
( McCauley et al. 1979 including the Galilean satellites. Galileo images of Callisto have shown On several of the north-and northeast-facing slopes in Galileo Regio, low albedo streaks are observed (Fig. 8) . a terrain which appears blanketed by a substantial regolith and the degradation process on this satellite may be aided The slopes upon which they occur are generally topographically high (a few hundred meters). Despite the fact that by sublimation degradation (Moore et al. 1998) .
Sublimation processes relevant to icy bodies have been there is some high DN saturation of nearby terrains, their geological relationships and reproducibility in both the G1 modeled by several workers (Lebofsky 1975 , Purves and Pilcher 1980 , Squyres 1980 , Spencer 1987a images make us confident that the streaks are not image artifacts. The streaks appear to commence and are 1990, Moore et al. 1996) . Spencer (1987a) modeled thermal segregation of water ice on the icy Galilean satellites and narrow at the crest of the slope on which they occur and widen as they progress to the base of the slope, resulting predicted that sublimation is the most important process for the redistribution of ices at subkilometer spatial scales. in an inverted V-shape. This geometry is distinctive of mass wasting deposits, and the dark streaks are interpreted as Within the Galileo Regio target area, slopes that face southward appear to have a lower albedo than their norththe result of material which has moved downslope. This interpretation is reinforced by the presence of a low albedo facing counterparts (Fig. 9a) , opposite of what is expected given the solar illumination. Because of the latitude of the ''apron'' at the foot of many of the slopes, interpreted to be talus (Fig. 8) . The streaks are not observed on the south-Galileo Regio target, net solar illumination will be greatest on the south-facing slopes. This albedo dichotomy is interand southwest-facing slopes, but this may be due to the fact that these sun-facing slopes have generally low albedo preted to represent a relatively thin veneer of the darker material for two reasons, (1) the angle of slopes exhibiting (see the next section). Because of the low albedo of the slopes, the contrast between the slope and any low albedo the low albedo deposit is not noticeably different from those without, suggesting that the deposit is not particularly streaks present is probably too low to be discriminated at this resolution.
thick, and (2) crater morphology does not appear to be affected by the presence of this low albedo material comLow albedo linear features are visible along the crests of some of the furrow rims and just below (i.e., inside) the pared to craters on bright slopes. If this were a deep layer of material compared to the crater diameter, crater morcrests of crater rims (Fig. 8c) in the Galileo Regio target . Profile A-AЈ shows that the sun-facing slope has one of the lowest DN values for the entire crater bowl, rather than one of the highest. The north-facing slope has a very high DN value, almost as high as the rim, indicating that it does not have the low albedo covering, or that it may have a covering of frost. Profile B-BЈ is taken across the crater from east to west and shows low to intermediate DN values on both slopes. Each slope would receive an approximately equal amount of solar illumination throughout the day, and both appear to have similarly low to intermediate DNs. Profile C-CЈ is taken in the direction of solar illumination at the time the image was obtained. The sun-facing slope shows the lowest albedo seen within the crater floor, rather than the highest, as might be expected. The slope facing directly away from the current solar illumination still has relatively high DN, despite potential shadowing effects. (c) Thermal segregation models show that the low albedo slopes may be the result of a sublimation lag. Volatiles are removed from warmer dirty ice more efficiently than from colder clean ice. The net result is a dark lag deposit overlying the dirty ice, through which little further sublimation can occur, while volatiles may be redeposited onto cold clean ice as frost (after Spencer 1987a).
phology might be expected to show evidence of this. The mediate-albedo material forming a scarp-bounded plateau reaching several hundred meters above the dark terrain. dark material is interpreted as the covering material based on evidence that mass wasting deposits are dark and that The scarps around Heliopolis are irregular to crenulate in plan view, possibly implying that the facula material is material which collects in topographically low areas is of very low albedo. Similarly, the geometry of the dark streaks undergoing erosion by scarp retreat, perhaps related to sublimation (Moore et al. 1998 ). interpreted as mass wasting deposits (see previous section) is inconsistent with downslope wasting of a bright veneer.
Sublimation is considered to be the primary process contributing to the albedo heterogeneity of the dark terrain Using the DTM (Giese et al. 1998 ) and the G1 Galileo Regio images, we have taken a series of topographic and at small scales. It may aid mass wasting and thus contributes significantly to degradation of morphology at small scales. DN profiles across the four largest craters in the area and across each of the furrow systems. Crater profiles were taken in the N-S and E-W directions, in order to charac-e. Isostatic Adjustment terize variations between DN values and topography. Profiles were also taken along the SE-NW direction of the Viscous relaxation has been suggested to be the primary cause of the subdued relief of many impact structures on craters, along the strike of solar illumination at the time the images were obtained. Furrow profiles were taken per-icy satellites (e.g., Passey and Shoemaker 1982 , Shoemaker et al. 1982 . New high resolution Galileo observations of pendicular to the furrow, generally SW-NE. In general, slopes which face the Sun (i.e., south-facing) are expected Ganymede show that isostatic adjustment is not a primary process in shaping the morphology of grooved terrain to have relatively high DN values due to solar illumination, while those facing away from the sun are expected to have (Pappalardo et al. 1998) . Consideration of the viscoelastic properties of ice suggest that most relaxation would occur relatively low DN values, due to photometric shading. Results from our profiles show that in general, the sun-facing soon after topography develops when stresses are highest, and that thermal gradient has surprisingly little effect on slopes do not correlate with high DN values; on the contrary, they tend to show low to intermediate DN values, final topography (Hillgren and Melosh 1989).
Many dark terrain craters have been observed to have indicating low albedo slopes. Figure 9b shows an example of profiles across one of these craters. An interesting fea-very subdued topographic relief, often with flat or convex floors, which may be evidence of viscous relaxation (Passey ture of some of the larger craters (including Ea) is a high albedo region along the southeastern portion of the rim. and Shoemaker 1982). Alternatively, slightly convex crater floors have been interpreted as deposits of viscous cryovolThis feature may result from a combination of a relatively high albedo portion of the north-facing crater rim and canic material (Schenk and Moore 1995) . High resolution Galileo images show convex floors in some craters, such scattering due to the solar illumination from the southwest at the time the images were obtained.
as that in the crater Ea (F 4-5 of Fig. 4b ), which may be the result of isostatic rebound. Many of the furrow rims The dichotomy between north-and south-facing slopes is interpreted to be the result of sublimation and deposition in Ganymede's dark terrain are elevated compared with the average topography and are higher than might be exof volatiles on the surface, specifically H 2 O. South-facing slopes could be subjected to the sublimation of volatiles pected given their commonly degraded appearance (Fig.  6 ). The highest topography in the Galileo Regio target from the regolith. As vapor is removed, the low albedo contaminant responsible for the albedo of the dark terrain area is found to be at the point where the northern and western rims from the two major furrows intersect (E-F is expected to be left behind, forming a silicate-rich sublimation ''lag'' (Fig. 9c) . This may explain why the south-6 of Fig. 4b ). We interpret these high standing furrow rims as uplifted, probably as a result of isostatic adjustment. facing slopes tend to be darker. As this system evolves, the low albedo lag deposit is expected to build up until no Models utilising new Galileo imaging data may be able to confirm isostatic rebound as a significant process in further sublimation of volatiles can take place, and the system effectively ''chokes'' itself. Condensation of vapor modifying dark terrain topography. may occur on the colder, north-facing slopes, resulting in these slopes having a relatively high albedo.
f. Cryovolcanism Frost is a predominant feature in Ganymede's northern latitudes, as shown by Voyager and Galileo observations Several of the icy satellites show evidence of resurfacing, and cryovolcanism has been proposed as the likely mecha-(e.g., Smith et al. 1979b . Galileo images at high northern latitudes (ȁ60Њ N, ȁ170ЊW) show that nism for this by several workers (Parmentier and Head 1979 , Wilson and Head 1983 , Squyres and Croft 1986 , frost appears to be preferentially deposited on colder north-facing slopes and in places may be several meters Allison and Clifford 1987, Head 1988, Underwood et al. 1997) . Dark terrain on Ganymede has been or more in depth (Pappalardo et al. 1997b ). In Galileo Regio, Heliopolis Facula appears to be composed of inter-interpreted by several workers to consist of an older, heav-ily cratered surface buried by multiple blankets of cryovolcanic material (Croft and Strom 1985 , Croft and Goudreau 1987 , Murchie et al. 1989 , Croft et al. 1990 . Evidence supporting this interpretation includes depleted densities of small craters, embayment of large craters, and complex age relations of furrows and dark materials. Cassachia and Strom (1984) suggested that smooth areas concentrated in Galileo Regio may have been material extruded along planes of structural weakness related to the furrows. Murchie et al. (1990) proposed that cryovolcanism was directly related to the formation of the furrow systems on Ganymede, and Lucchitta et al. (1992) suggested that the lighter albedo of furrow rims could be perhaps due to the addition of endogenic materials. More recently, Schenk and Moore (1995) have proposed that several different cryovolcanic styles exist on the surface of Ganymede, including extrusion of high viscosity materials, potentially explaining the presence of domes within dark terrain crater floors. Increased resolution from Galileo imaging allows us to test these hypotheses, particularly with respect to the origin of the smooth material found interrelated to the furrow systems. Galileo resolution allows characterization of crater and furrow walls down to a resolution of less than a hundred meters and identification of any features resembling vents. Stereo imaging allows us to gauge topography and estimate the thicknesses of any potential flow-like features.
There are several features in the Galileo target area which could be interpreted as cryovolcanic. Some contacts between lower and higher albedo units are lobate in plan view (Fig. 10) . A particularly good example of this is found immediately to the west of Ea, where a low albedo tonguelike feature (F4 of Fig. 4b ) is observed to have lobate contacts to its north and south (Fig. 10d) . The scarp around Heliopolis Facula (Fig. 10g) could possibly have formed through relatively viscous cryovolcanism, or by multiple low-viscosity flows.
One of the most unique features in the Galileo Regio target area is the floor of the crater Ea (F 4-5, Fig. 4b ). The DTM (Fig. 3) shows that the crater floor is several hundred meters higher at its center than at the base of the rim walls; in fact, the floor is almost as high as the crater rim in places. Parts of the crater floor are of different albedo than others and there are features present which are reminiscent of terrestrial lava flows, including: lobate contacts between the floor and the crater walls; small, linear the Galileo Regio target area. On the northeastern rim of Ea, apparent radial features at the center of the domed floor which might terraces appear to be filled with low albedo deposits (a). Distinct lobate be interpreted as cooling cracks (Fig. 10c) and low albedo contacts are present in the southeast of the crater (b), and radial cracks are present in the crater's center (c). Just outside the crater, a dark material apparently filling in the terraces on the northeast ''tongue'' of low albedo material with a lobate southern margin (d ) has rim of the crater, which might be interpreted as flows morphology analogous to some terrestrial flows. On the west side of the coming in from the plains (Fig. 10a) . Our observations crater floor, fingers of dark material are present (e). Heliopolis Facula suggest that cryovolcanism is a viable candidate as the ( f ) is a uniform albedo unit which rises several hundred meters above agent for modification of this crater, although the evidence the surrounding plains. This feature has a somewhat lobate margin (g), which in places forms distinct contacts with the plains units (ph).
for dark cryovolcanism is equivocal.
We do not see clear evidence of smooth (potentially terrain and on Callisto's ancient surface (McCord et al. 1997) , consistent with this model. These hypotheses will cryovolcanic) dark materials associated with the furrows. Although low albedo materials exist as plains units and at continue to be tested with Galileo. the bottom of craters and furrows, these materials are h. Magnetospheric Interaction and Sputtering hummocky and homogeneous in albedo and are probably derived from various mass wasting processes rather than There is some evidence that sputtering may be a signifivolcanism. This interpretation is supported by the presence cant process in the dark terrain of Ganymede, based on of V-shaped, rather than flat, furrow floors (e.g., profiles calculations of sputtering rates and observations of dark 1 and 3, Fig. 6c; profiles 9 and 14, Fig. 6d) , and the lack ray craters (Conca 1981, Schenk and McKinnon 1991) . of recognisable volcanic source vents. Thus, if cryovolcan-While the rate of sputter ablation would be reduced by a ism has occurred within the Galileo Regio target site, it lag deposit of rocky debris (Shoemaker et al. 1982) , the does not appear to be widespread, and no obvious source process of impact gardening would be expected to distribvents are observed.
ute a sputter-produced deposit throughout the regolith, somewhat negating the effects of the lag deposit. If sputtering rates of ice are greater than the rate of thermal g. Addition of Meteoritic Material sublimation, rehomogenization of the surface would preSeveral workers have suggested that the dark terrain on vent the segregation of the dark material into bright frost Ganymede is the result of the addition of a low albedo and dark lag deposits (Spencer 1987a ). contaminant to clean ice at the surface. Squyres (1980) The extreme albedo heterogeneity and north/south-facsuggested that a dark contaminant admixed into ice might ing slope dichotomy within the Galileo Regio target area be expected in the near-surface as the result of micromete-implies that sputtering in this region must occur at a rate orite bombardment; moreover, Hartmann (1980) sug-significantly less than sublimation. Therefore, sputtering gested that volatiles would vaporize during impacts, leav-is not expected to be a major influence on the surface ing the more refractory stony components behind. Dark morphology of this area of Ganymede. In other regions, ray craters on Ganymede have been proposed by Conca notably at Ganymede's poles, sputtering is expected to (1981) to have an ejecta blanket which is a mixture of ice dominate over sublimation and may significantly affect and projectile contamination, and Schenk and McKinnon surface morphology and albedo (Johnson 1985 , Spen-(1991 proposed that cumulative impacts of objects domi-cer 1987a, Hillier et al. 1996) . It should be noted that the nated by D-type asteroids and comets may be largely re-recent discovery of Ganymede's significant magnetic field sponsible for the albedos and colors of dark material on (Kivelson et al. 1996) will necessitate reworking of the Ganymede and Callisto. magnetospheric sputtering models. Voyager and Galileo imaging shows craters with very low albedo deposits on both the dark and the grooved VI. STRATIGRAPHY OF THE GALILEO terrain (Shoemaker et al. 1982; Helfenstein et al. 1997) . It REGIO TARGET has been proposed that the dark floor deposits may represent impact melt from which volatile constituents were lost a. Stratigraphic Relationships due to vaporization (Helfenstein 1986; Helfenstein et al. 1997) , or that they are concentrated deposits of dark imOur geological mapping (Fig. 4b) has revealed that Galileo Regio has a complex history. We have determined a pactor material (Schenk and McKinnon 1991) . Recent modelling based on Galileo imaging of kilometer-scale stratigraphy based on relative albedos and crosscutting relationships (Fig. 11a) , and the broad sequence of unit fresh-appearing impact craters with low albedo floor deposits, has shown that the spectral normal albedo of dark emplacement is schematically illustrated in Fig. 11b . The 20-km crater Ea (F 4-5 of Fig. 4b) is one of the youngest terrain can be successfully modelled using a simple areal mixture of 55% dark floor material and 45% average bright features in the area. Ea also postdates the plains units and the Lakhmu furrow close to it (Fig. 11b) . The plains unit terrain material (Helfenstein et al. 1997) . This suggests that meteoritic infall was important in Ganymede's history and to the immediate north of the crater (ps), interpreted to be an ejecta blanket, obscures part of a NW-trending Lakhmu may account for the characteristic low albedo of dark terrain. Since there was a much greater impact flux during furrow in the area, and part of the surrounding plains units, and so postdates them. the time of formation of dark terrain, it is expected that there would be a much greater delivery and/or concentraFrom the crater distribution in Galileo Regio ( Fig. 7) it is clear that there is an absence of large craters in the area tion of dark material at that time, than during the period of later grooved terrain formation. Galileo Near Infrared immediately adjacent to Khepri (A-B, 7-8 of Fig. 4b) , where they are obscured by the unit interpreted to be Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) data indicate that similar non-ice contaminants are inferred within Ganymede dark Khepri ejecta (ph). This deposit almost obscures topo- graphically high Lakhmu furrow rims (m3), therefore Heliopolis Facula may be one of the oldest features Khepri postdates the formation of this furrow system. and certainly appears degraded compared to some other Ejecta from the impact also appears to embay the N-S palimpsests in the dark terrain. It is likely that Heliopolis trending Zu furrow, indicating that this furrow system was predates the adjacent furrow systems, as there is no observalso formed before the Khepri impact event (Fig. 11b) . able embayment of the furrows by material from Heliopolis The deposit interpreted to be Khepri ejecta partially em-nor secondaries from the presumed impact. bays and therefore postdates Heliopolis Facula (pl). SecThe oldest units in the Galileo Regio high resolution ondaries from the same impact appear to be present on target area are interpreted to be the high albedo massifs Heliopolis and much of the surrounding terrain, further and knobs (m1). These appear embayed in places by furrow indicating that Khepri postdates these features and is one floors (pdf) and by plains units (pd), and some of the of the youngest units in the area. massifs appear to be associated with the intermediate alPolygonal plains areas are commonly seen between fur-bedo plains units (pi). Stratigraphically, these plains appear rows and troughs, and it is likely that the high albedo to be cross cut by the furrow systems and probably predate isolated massifs (m1) were modified to their present form them, although they may have undergone subsequent modby later tectonism. Some tectonic activity appears to have ification. occurred late in the history of the target area; a small rimless trough is seen trending through the northern part b. Crater Size-Frequency Distributions of Ea (Fig. 4c) , and continues through part of the high We have carried out detailed studies of the crater sizestanding plateau (m2).
frequency distribution in this area for comparison to our The north-south trending Zu furrow crosscuts Lakhmu stratigraphic interpretations from mapping and to derive furrows (Fig. 11b) and is therefore younger. (For the purthe relative ages of units with ambiguous contacts (Fig.  poses of the stratigraphic column in Fig. 11a , we have 12). Some caution should be attached to inferred relative treated both furrow systems as one unit). This interpretaages, for several reasons. First, the measured areas are tion is supported by profiles across the two systems which relatively small and do not always yield good statistics. In indicate that the Lakhmu furrow is subdued compared to addition, in very low albedo areas such as furrow floors, the Zu furrow and is therefore probably older. The high it is difficult at this resolution to adequately resolve feastanding hummocky plateau (m2) is of a similar albedo tures such as crater rims. Similarly, it is difficult to discern and topographic elevation to one of the Lakhmu furrow features within the very high albedo terrains, such as the rims (m3) to the west of Ea (Fig. 4b) and appears to be a massifs. Finally, because of the many slopes within the continuation of this rim, implying that it may have formed contemporaneously (Fig. 11b) .
target area, it is likely that craters may be removed by mass wasting, so that crater statistics may be inaccurate in of the unit at the time of its emplacement, while the younger age corresponds to a resurfacing age. This resurthese areas. Despite these uncertainties, the crater sizefrequency distributions (Fig. 12 ) broadly verify our strati-facing could be by means of a variety of mechanisms, but the fact that the units which show resurfacing are almost graphic findings. For example, the high albedo massifs (m1) seem to be the oldest unit and the furrow floors (pdf) the exclusively topographically high massifs and topographically low furrow floors, strongly suggests downslope moveyoungest. The relative ages of some units are not separable on the basis of crater frequencies alone, such as the inter-ment of material as the dominant resurfacing mechanism. mediate and low albedo plains units (pi and pd).
The use of a lunar-like chronology model (Neukum VII. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 1997) (which assumes that the Ganymede crater Gilgamesh is the last basin formed at the end of the heavy bombardGalileo imaging has revealed that Ganymede's dark terrain is extremely heterogeneous, and hence it seems likely ment 3.8 billion years ago) gives a range of ages for our units from about 4.2 byr for the high albedo massifs (m1, that the ice and nonice components are distributed unevenly across the surface. The lowest albedo areas in our m2), to 3.8 byr for the furrow floors (pdf). The intermediate and low albedo plains units (pi, pd) have intermediate ages target region are found at the bottom of furrows (Fig. 4b , pdf) and within crater floors. High albedo material is found of around 4 byr, and the hummocky plains unit (ph) has an age of around 3.9 byr. These ages are consistent with at topographically high elevations and is in the form of crater and furrow rims (Fig. 4b, m3 ), a high standing plaan ''average'' Galileo Regio age obtained from these and other Galileo data, which is also consistent with that ob-teau (Fig. 4b, m2 ), and massifs (Fig. 4b, m1 ). Plains units are intermediate or low in albedo (Fig. 4b , pi, pd) and are tained from Voyager crater counts (Neukum 1997). The lunar-like chronology model is one of two widely divergent distributed somewhat randomly across areas of intermediate elevation. models however; recent dynamical modelling by Zahnle et al. (submitted) suggests a much younger age for GilTectonic activity has been instrumental in shaping the dark terrain, as is evident from the presence of the furrow gamesh of 0.7 byr, with uncertainties of a factor of 5. This model implies that Ganymede's dark terrain may be systems, smaller fractures, and the high albedo knobs and massifs which are among the oldest units found within younger than previously supposed. However, the relative ages of our crater size-frequency distributions hold regard-Galileo Regio. On the basis of their relative age, their topographic elevation, and their often polygonal plan view, less of absolute age.
Figures 12a and b show the relative ages of the units these knobs and massifs are interpreted to be the remnants of crater or furrow rims which have been tectonically disas determined by crater size-frequency distributions (and relative age ranges for individual unit areas are shown membered and further degraded by mass wasting and sublimation erosion. Micrometeorite bombardment is likely to in Fig. 12b ). The high albedo units present difficulty in obtaining reliable crater statistics, due to their hummocky contribute to an overall ''softening'' of the dark terrain compared with the grooved terrain. nature, but data from the isolated massifs and knobs, m1, indicate that they may be the oldest features in the study The presence of low albedo south-facing slopes appears to be the result of a thin veneer of dark material overlaid area. The hummocky plateau unit, m2, is also inferred to be very old. These data suggest that of the three plains on a brighter substrate. The dark material may be concentrated on the surface by various processes, particularly units, the intermediate and low albedo units pi and pd are the oldest, while the furrow floor unit pdf is the youngest. that of sublimation, in which volatiles are preferentially removed from sun-facing slopes, leaving a dark lag deposit. The intermediate albedo material unit, pi, has a crater density which would place it at approximately the same The heterogeneity in Galileo Regio cannot be explained by conventional photometric behavior of uniform albedo age as Heliopolis Facula, pl. The floor of the crater Ea, pcf, and the smooth unit to its north, (interpreted to be material (Oberst et al., in preparation) , and thus we favour concentration of a lag deposit as a likely explanation for the its ejecta blanket) ps, appear to be toward the younger end of the relative age scale. The hummocky plains unit, slope dichotomy, rather than highly unusual photometric behavior at this stage. The depth of the lag deposit remains ph, is the most markedly different in age relative to its surroundings. Crater counts have also been carried out on to be determined, but it is unlikely to be more than a few meters (or tens of meters on the slopes). The relative the floors of other large (Ն0.8 km) craters in the area; these are inferred to be relatively old. These inferred rela-brightness of the north-facing slopes may be due to the deposition of frost by cold trapping. tive ages compare favorably with the stratigraphy proposed in Fig. 11a .
Low albedo streaks on slopes are interpreted to result from mass wasting. Due to the talus-like geometry of the Evidence for mass wasting comes from crater counts on individual units which show subtle inflections indicative of dark streaks, we favor the interpretation that the streaks are formed through the removal by mass wasting of a thin two ages. It is likely that one of these is the original age If a lunar-like chronology is adopted, the diamonds indicate the nominal relative age of the unit, while the lines indicate the range derived from counts across different counting areas of the same map unit from which this age is derived. Units for which there is no range are those in which there was only one unit area to count (e.g., the floor of the crater Ea, pcf). The bar across the bottom of this figure represents ages ranging from 4.3 byr (oldest) to 3.7 byr (youngest). Dots indicate a possible resurfacing age; this is only significant on the furrow floor unit (pdf), the massifs (m1), and the hummocky plateau unit (m2). LC represents the floors of the larger (Ն0.8 km) craters in the study area. If a different impact chronology is adopted, these ranges represent the approximate relative ages of each counted unit.
veneer of low albedo material from the surface, revealing tion (Murchie et al. 1990 , Luchitta et al. 1992 ; instead, the lighter albedo of the furrow rims may be due to the tectonic a high albedo subsurface layer below. The fact that the streaks are themselves dark and overlie a brighter substrate uplift of a relatively high albedo substrate, perhaps subsequently modified by erosional processes. suggests that the mass wasted material is of a different grain size and hence exhibits different scattering properties, and/ Heliopolis Facula is interpreted to be a palimpsest because it is smooth, has a uniform intermediate albedo, and or the material is of a different composition. The presence of the lowest albedo material in furrow and crater floors rises several hundred meters above the surrounding plains.
The smallest palimpsests discussed by Shoemaker et al. is consistent with the interpretation that dark material of different composition has moved downslope and has col-(1982) are ȁ50 km in diameter, and Heliopolis is approximately this size; however, its lobate margins suggest that lected in topographic lows. Crater counting statistics suggest that resurfacing events have taken place on the slopes it may have been initially larger but has undergone erosion of its margins. It is also possible that this feature is cryovolof topographically high units and within lower elevation units, supporting this interpretation.
canic. Possibly the best candidate for cryovolcanism is found There is no unequivocal evidence for cryovolcanism within the dark terrain. We have yet to locate features within the floor of the crater Ea. Since the crater floor shows a low albedo deposit with lobate margins, features which may be source vents. Lobate features are observed, which may indicate contacts between ice-lava flows and which appear to be terraces covered with low albedo deposits, and central radial cracks, we interpret this unit as surrounding topography; however, these features are generally found at the base of slopes, which also exhibit dark a possible cryovolcanic deposit. The floor may be domed due to isostatic rebound; modeling is required to further streaks, interpreted to be the result of mass wasting. Hence the lobate contacts may indicate the limit of talus deposits. address this issue.
Stereo observations yield profiles across the furrows in Some smaller craters appear to be embayed, but it is not certain whether this is the result of cryovolcanism or of the target area which are consistent with graben morphology. The slopes of the furrows are significant (ranging the deposition of unconsolidated, mass wasted material or sublimation lag deposits. We see no evidence to support from 6 to 20Њ, on average), but they are not as steep as is predicted for normal faults. This may be due to modificapredictions that cryovolcanism is related to furrow forma-face and the size of the study region, it is not possible to determine conclusively the origin of the furrows and we continue to investigate this issue. Reevaluation of the center of curvature of the Lakhmu Fossae, given improved coverage and coordinate control from Galileo observations, will aid in the interpretation of the origin of the Zu Fossae and other furrow systems.
Models of Dark Terrain Formation
Three models of dark terrain formation are proposed here (Fig. 13) , and we examine the relative merits of each based on the various observations of the Galileo Regio high resolution images and the surface processes discussed above.
i. Dark crust model. The first model (Fig. 13a) is one in which Ganymede's entire crust is dark, suggesting that the low albedo contaminant was present upon Ganymede's
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formation and that the crust is relatively homogeneous throughout. This model is the simplest endmember which can explain the presence of the dark terrain on Ganymede. tion of the slopes by mass wasting or isostatic adjustment.
Presumably this dark crust would overlie a ''clean'' ice Several of the stereo-derived profiles show a break in slope asthenosphere in order to explain Ganymede's palimpsests near the base of the wall which may indicate talus, and as crust-penetrating impacts. This model would explain the could explain why the slopes of the younger Zu furrow presence of low-albedo plains units on the dark terrain, are twice as steep as those of the older, more degraded and variations in albedo between these units could result Lakhmu furrow, if the slopes of the older furrow have from varying levels of sublimation and subsequent lag been shallowed by significant mass wasting. The shallower buildup resulting from small differences in slope. In this slopes of the older set could also be explained if the system model, only very large impacts would excavate relatively formed at a time when Ganymede's lithosphere was ''clean'' material from the asthenosphere, such that only warmer and weaker and therefore may not have been able these impacts would have the bright central deposit characto support significant topography. Isostatic rebound may teristic of the palimpsests. This is consistent with observabe partially responsible for uplifting the rims of the furrow tions of palimpsests, which are generally at least 50 km in systems and may account for their significant relative diameter (Shoemaker et al. 1982) . If Heliopolis Facula is height despite their age and apparent modification by mass a palimpsest, as we have interpreted it to be, then its relawasting processes.
tively small size could provide some constraints on the The morphology of the two furrow systems is remarkably maximum depth of dark material in this model. Low albedo similar and appears to differ only in the degree of modifistreaks on slopes are interpreted as the result of a mass cation as a function of age. This is consistent with a similar wasting of a sublimation lag. origin for both furrow sets. In both sets, the western wall
The major shortcoming of this model is that it is hard is slightly steeper than the eastern wall. If the Lakhmu to explain the presence of bright slopes, crater and furrow Fossae result from an impact with its center ȁ2000 km rims, and massifs, unless they result from local frost deposifrom the study area, as proposed by Murchie et al. (1990) , tion. If so, an initial albedo heterogeneity would have been then these scarps would be expected to be outward-facing, required to initiate thermal segregation and brighten high as is observed for the outer Valhalla scarps and has been topography. For this model, if the high albedo material modeled based on asthenospheric flow (Melosh 1982) . The of grooved terrain was emplaced cryovolcanically (e.g., impact structure which initiated the Lakhmu Fossae would Allison and Clifford 1987) , it would require a source region have been almost as large and old as the Valhalla structure below Ganymede's dark outer layer; alternatively, the ma- (Murchie et al. 1990, Passey and Shoemaker 1982) , so such terial forming the grooved terrain may have undergone comparisons are reasonable. Thus, our observations are some modification before emplacement at the surface (e.g., consistent with the impact model, but it should be noted settling out of the dark contaminant in a ''cryomagma'' that our study area is extremely small compared with the chamber) resulting in its ''cleaner'' appearance. size of these furrow systems, and this slope variation could simply result from lithospheric heterogeneities or other
ii. Dark cryovolcanism model. In this model (Fig. 13b) , the dark material on the surface of Ganymede's dark terprocesses. Given the heterogeneity of the dark terrain sur-rain is the result of low albedo cryovolcanic extrusions emplaced over a relatively clean, high albedo crust (Croft and Strom 1985 , Croft and Goudreau 1987 , Murchie and Head 1988 , Murchie et al. 1989 , Croft et al. 1990 ). This scenario is suggested by the presence of apparently lobate features within the Galileo Regio target site (e.g., Fig. 9 ). Low albedo streaks would form through mass wasting of previously emplaced cryovolcanic materials, or sublimation lag deposits, and the central bright portion of palimpsests would result from clean crustal material being uplifted at the time of impact or from clean ice cryovolcanism subsequent to formation. Sublimation could act to remove volatiles, such as ammonia (e.g., Murchie and Head 1988) from cryovolcanic deposits to leave behind a darker lag, resulting in the heterogeneity of the plains. High albedo topographically elevated regions including massifs and furrow and crater rims can be readily explained in this model as areas which have not been obscured or modified by cryovolcanism. The high albedo hummocky plateau region (m2) in the west of the target area has what appears to be low albedo ''pockets'' of material, which can be explained within this model as resulting from cryovolcanic flows moving downslope from higher source regions and ''ponding'' in low areas.
An argument against this model is the fact that the DTM shows the G1 area is extremely hummocky. Flows are expected to pond in low areas. Profiles across furrows (Fig.  6 ) show that they have floors which are far from smooth, indicating that if cryovolcanism was present in this area, either it did not occur in the furrows, or the cryovolcanism was highly viscous and stalled before flooding of the furrow floors could occur, or the furrows were subsequently modified by tectonism relatively soon after modification. If the furrows were modified long after their formation, we would expect to see evidence of this in crater statistics.
It is possible that cryovolcanism was responsible for the Regio (e.g., the intermediate and low albedo plains), but presence of low albedo plains units and palimpsest formation (excavation the evidence is tenuous. Murchie and Head (1988) proof ''cleaner'' material at depth). However, it is inconsistent with the posed that ammonia-rich volcanic mixtures bearing the presence of high albedo slopes; some extreme variation in scattering low-pressure NH 3 phase would ablate three times higher properties or significant frost deposition would be required to explain these. (b) Dark cryovolcanism model. This model assumes that the dark than pure H 2 O ice. Thus, if some units on Ganymede are material on Ganymede's surface is the result of low albedo cryovolcanic formed from ammonia-rich magmas with a silicate fraction, material emplaced over a relatively clean higher albedo crust. This is these might be expected to undergo significant sublimation consistent with the presence of dark plains units, high albedo palimpsests, and form a darker silicate lag on their dark surfaces. Hence, and massifs and furrow rims. However, this is inconsistent with observathis is a possible way to produce the low albedo material tions of furrow floors, which are commonly V-shaped and hummocky, and hence do not appear to be flooded with cryovolcanic materials. Also, found throughout the dark terrain. iii. Thin, dark veneer model. In this model (Fig. 13c) , This model suggests that the low albedo material within Ganymede's dark terrain consists of a thin lag deposit overlying cleaner ice with Ganymede's lithosphere is largely comprised of clean ice, small amounts of darker material distributed throughout. This material but it has a small amount of a low albedo component mixed is proposed to have been added through asteroidal and cometary impacts in heterogeneously. Surface processes such as sublimation and was later concentrated on the surface by processes such as sublimation and impact volatilization are proposed to concentrate the and mass wasting. This is consistent with all of our observations and is our favored model for dark terrain crustal structure and origin.
dark contaminant on the surface, resulting in a dark, thin lag deposit. This model proposes that the low albedo con-the model in which low albedo material is concentratedmass wasting on Callisto may have created the dark blan-the formation or evolution of this region of dark terrain.
Galileo observations of the fine-scale morphology and toketing material on that satellite. The floors of the Ganymede furrows and craters are lower in albedo than the pography of furrows of the Lakhmu Fossae and Zu Fossae are consistent with a normal faulting origin, perhaps imsurrounding plains, whereas these features on Callisto apparently have the same grossly uniform albedo material pact-induced.
Three models of dark terrain formation have been prosurrounding and within them. This indicates that surface processes occur somewhat differently on the two bodies; posed and evaluated. We find that the most plausible model to explain our observations is one in which the dark terrain overall, mass wasting appears to be far more important on Callisto than on Ganymede, but local mass wasting and consists of a thin, low albedo veneer overlying a cleaner substrate that contains small amounts of admixed dark sublimation are probably important factors in concentrating a dark lag deposit in the troughs and craters on Gan-meteoritic material. The veneer is proposed to result from concentration of this dark material on the surface by subliymede.
The geometries of the furrows on the two moons are mation processes, aided by impact gardening, impact volatilization, and mass wasting. similar at high resolution, but there are variations in the heights of the furrow rims and in their degradation state. This suggests differences in the state of the early litho-
